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you may not have witnessed the battle for control of the match in its entirety, or
had time to see the pack assault and defence that precedes such games, but you
probably have a fairly good idea about the general style of such matches. so im
going to assume that you have a fair idea of how to build and deploy a team to
repel and if necessary, to infiltrate enemy territory, and that you have a basic grasp
of what you would do to survive during a game. the main tasker of this match is the
enemy attack helicopters, which are available for three team members. unlike
regular attackers, they have a fast health re-fill rate in the form of a health pack
they can use to recover. they also have a close-assault bonus that can be used to
shift the field of play near their capture point. team heroes are the next most
important taskers to be used. they are extremely slow to re-spawn, but are
otherwise rather simple to activate. teams can be set up beforehand using the links
above to help you out. the final vital source of movement in this match is the
capture points. each team has a minimum number of capture points that must be
held to win the match, and in the case of this match, two teams must hold this
minimum to be successful. there are two types of capture point in the game: point
control and zone control. point control capture points act like a fortress: they are
too small for the enemy to take and too difficult to take to be successful. point
control capture points are only 0.7 health, giving the enemy a small advantage.
capture points can be activated early in the match, but keep in mind that they are
vulnerable to the enemy attack helicopters, and that destroying them if an enemy
team is trying to capture them will also damage your own team.
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zone control capture points are more powerful. while they do retain the 0.7 health,
they are much more powerful and take three of your team member to capture. they
are also relatively easy to activate, and are available to be activated for the entire
match, but they do not have a cooldown. zone control capture points may be easily
accessible, but they are also easily guarded. the two remaining capture points on
the map are heavily guarded, and defenders must take attention to defend these

points. "in the first half of the 20th century, hollywood filmmakers revelled in finding
exotic locales and local creatures, whether they be asian creatures, african, new
world beasts, or prehistoric monsters from another planet. now, with zombies,

hollywood is recycling this script and in the process, making a complete change. the
story of a "zombie apocalypse" is often part of a zombie movie's premise - the

zombies are armed with weapons that seem unfathomable against the ultra-fast
zombies. in zombies, 20th century weapons are not a problem, but even that has

proven to be of little use against zombie retaliation. any weapons that did damage
to zombies were simply not effective in keeping them at bay. therefore, the world

had to develop new kinds of weapons. "the original weapons were confiscated
during the zombie uprising in a quiet suburb. the citizens defended themselves

using the weapons and helped to subdue the zombies. there were two big
developments within this plan: a device that hurled powerful high-velocity

projectiles, and a device that stood out as having severe impact with the zombies
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and would give away the zombies' position. the first was an energy weapon. the
second was a weapon that could be used by any citizen. unfortunately, the latter
killed many civilians and ravaged the suburbs. finally, the citizens declared that a

weapon that could shoot at the zombies' head must be used. 5ec8ef588b
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